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ABSTRACT 

Accurate, complete, and reliable clinical trial data is paramount to robust decision-making by regulatory 
authorities. Methodologies used to validate the data in question are resource and time intensive. The 
clinical industry typically relies on dependable but antiquated methods of validation to ensure that clinical 
subject data is robust. The most common approach is the use of double programming, predominantly 
using the SAS® programming language. 

This paper introduces a systematic approach to the real-time validation of SDTM mapping of clinical trial 
data. The approach is module-based comprising of a thorough review of the mapping logic, verification 
that all source data points have been converted to SDTM (SDTM completeness) and confirming 
compliance to industry validation rules (SDTM compliance). 

Early and frequent validation of SDTM mapping by demonstrating mapping logic correctness, SDTM 
completeness and compliance, breathes fresh life into the SDTM mapping process and eliminates the 
resource drain associated with double programming. This paper implores the industry to embrace this 
evolution in SDTM mapping and paves the way to a quality-by-design approach that empowers 
professionals to focus on the non-repetitive, decision-making aspects of clinical data handling. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper explores a technology-enabled, zero-programming approach to real-time validation of SDTM 
mapping, addressing three essential components of SDTM data quality: 1) Correctness of mapping logic, 
2) SDTM compliance, and 3) SDTM completeness. Exploring these quality components is crucial to the 
development and execution of a validation methodology that enables a novel approach to the SDTM 
conversion process. 

This paper provides examples of how real-time validation can be achieved without the need for double 
programming, and attempts to address the burning question: “Can we do it better?” 

THE 3 KEY SDTM QUALITY COMPONENTS AND CURRENT VALIDATION 
PRACTICES 

The SDTM framework is the required format for clinical data submissions to regulatory authorities like the 
FDA [1]. As familiarity with the standard has increased, so has the importance of producing high-quality 
SDTM datasets. Organizations transforming data to the SDTM standard are required to consider a 
multitude of resources and guidance documents published by CDISC and affiliated institutions. 

Adhering to this diverse set of standards, models, and rules presents challenges, such as ensuring that 
the chosen standard is compatible with the trial design, using the correct version of the standard, and 
deciding whether to use company-controlled terminology for certain variables rather than the CDISC-
published global set. Over time, organizations have developed common approaches to the creation of 
SDTM datasets, more specifically, the development of mapping specifications to define how source 
variables are transformed into SDTM variables and the use of SAS macros to facilitate attribute 
assignments to SDTM datasets. 

To ensure the production of high-quality SDTM datasets, every step in the development process must be 
rigorously validated. Validation often requires resource-intensive manual reviews, double programming of 
datasets, and reliance on validation software and tools to “catch” significant issues. To comprehensively 
account for the quality of SDTM data, SDTM validators need to address the 3 components of SDTM 
quality, depicted in Figure 1 and described in the following sections. 
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Figure 1: The three key components of SDTM data quality. 

MAPPING LOGIC CORRECTNESS 

Mapping logic correctness refers to the validity of an instruction being executed to transform a source 
variable into a target SDTM variable. The correctness of the mapping logic directly influences the quality 
of resulting SDTM data. An example of scrutinizing mapping logic is assessing how EPOCH values are 
assigned in subject-level domains. EPOCH assignment decisions are multi-faceted and rely on several 
assumptions including the design of the trial, the definition of trial elements, and determining tiebreakers 
for observations that occur on the “border” of two elements. 

Establishing if the mapping logic in SAS programs is correct and appropriate for the study, can require 
multiple rounds of reviews or programmatic validation and time-consuming manual tracking of data 
values, however, even this approach does not fully qualify the data point as being of high quality! It is also 
difficult to keep programs and specifications aligned through multiple revision cycles. 

To ensure that mapping logic correctly applies to all existing data, we must consider the actual data 
values when scrutinizing a particular mapping rule. Data issues and anomalies identified while analyzing 
data may require that a value be traced back through SDTM transformation to the source data. When 
using double programming validation, the ability to trace data typically requires the tracing of programmed 
code which can be unnecessarily time consuming. 

SDTM COMPLIANCE 

Mapping logic determines how a data point is represented in the SDTM data; however, the representation 
must also adhere to CDISC and regulatory standards, with niche considerations depending on the 
therapeutic area and circumstances surrounding the trial (e.g., the modified recommendations for 
representation of subject visit data in studies disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic [2]). Commonly, 
SDTM compliance checks are performed using validation tools such as Pinnacle 21 Validator or 
programs that compare SDTM data to a series of rules to assess compliance. 

The available compliance tools require the creation of the SDTM dataset to be complete before executing 
compliance checks on the dataset, and only then corrections can be made. This results in a repetitive, 
back-and-forth cycle until all issues have been resolved. 

SDTM COMPLETENESS 

Given the substantial impact that missing data can have on clinical trial results [3], data completeness 
(accountability and integrity) is the cornerstone of a validation strategy. Typical data sources for 
contemporary clinical trials range from the Case Report Form (CRF) data to external sources such as 
protocol deviations from clinical trial management systems, laboratory biomarker assays, and patient-
reported data from wearables such as health tracking devices.  

Numerous data reviews, reconciliation programming, double-programming, and spot-checks are 
performed during the lifecycle of the study. However, these attempts to account for all the data are often 
not sufficient to ensure data completeness. For example, a mapping rule in an SDTM specification 
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document may have a minor flaw that omits a specific visit for a lab assessment. If the double-
programming process follows the insufficient instruction, the faulty mapping logic will result in two 
versions of incomplete data that do not detect the original omission. 

Verifying the mapping logic and dataset compliance alone cannot determine that a source record or data 
point is accounted for in the SDTM data. This inadequacy highlights the need for a solution that verifies 
data completeness. Some solutions using existing programmatic practices have been posited in recent 
years to address data completeness and traceability, for example, the definition of data traceability 
variables in the ADaM implementation guide [4] or the use of a tagging approach to individually tag 
variables/data points during the SDTM development process [5]. “Can we do better?” Yes, later in this 
paper we will explore how we can extend the latter tagging approach to include real-time data 
completeness tracking. 

REAL-TIME SDTM VALIDATION SOLUTIONS 

We have explained that validation of mapping logic correctness, SDTM compliance, and completeness 
are fundamental to high-quality SDTM data. However, current validation approaches are resource- and 
time-intensive and inefficient at producing high-quality SDTM data. In addition, validation of SDTM data is 
often postponed until SDTM development is complete. This delay in validation results in a continual 
iterative development process. Clearly, we require a solution to validate SDTM data in real-time while 
addressing the factors that contribute to high-quality SDTM data. 

MAPPING LOGIC CORRECTNESS 

Machine-learning recommendation layer 

Introducing machine-learning to support the initial development of mapping instructions will increase the 
accuracy of mapping logic in real-time. The proposed solution will ingest source data and use machine-
learning methodology to recommend mapping logic that the SDTM developer can accept or modify in 
real-time. The SDTM developer will interact with the system via a graphical user interface to map data 
based on the system’s recommendations, as depicted in Display 1: A machine-learning powered interface 
providing mapping recommendations. This approach does not require you to create programming scripts 
to execute mapping instructions as mentioned earlier. 

 

Display 1: A machine-learning powered interface providing mapping recommendations. 
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Review tool 

Supplementing the initial development of mapping instructions with a tool that facilitates SDTM mapping 
review will increase the accuracy of mapping logic by allowing the reviewer to access the real time data 
and ensure that the mapping logic is correct and covers all received data rather than only expected data. 
The proposed review tool, depicted in Display 2, enables a user to perform and document mapping logic 
reviews in a user-friendly manner. Holistic data review enables the user to assess anomalies such as 
source data issues identified by aggregated data and outliers. The advantage of this tool is that a user 
can review with ease at any time in the SDTM development cycle. 

 

Display 2: An example of a review tool to assess the accuracy of SDTM mapping logic. 

SDTM COMPLIANCE 

Real-time validation engine 

Real-time SDTM compliance validation can be achieved with a tool that integrates compliance validation 
of transformed SDTM data as mapping instructions are executed on data. This solution can be configured 
to execute industry compliance rules, regulatory business rules, or custom rules as required by the user. 
The real-time approach differs from current validation practices in two ways: 

• Real-time validation feedback enables the mapper to view and adjust instructions as SDTM data 
is created. 

• The ability to develop and execute custom validation rules, utilizing the CDISC CORE framework, 
to enhance SDTM compliance validation during the mapping process. 

SDTM COMPLETENESS 

A SAS-based tagging approach 

The significance of data accountability is undeniable; but assessing data completeness still presents 
obstacles. As stated previously, the current validation practices of manual reviews and double 
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programming support the validation of the transformed data but do not comprehensively account for all 
sources of data. 

A programmatic solution for checking data completeness is to use a series of SAS macros that perform 
the SDTM mapping transformations while outputting a copy of the source dataset with tags indicating 
which data points have been transformed to SDTM. This methodology splits the SDTM programming and 
mapping process into a series of “building blocks” in which each variable mapping is handled by a macro 
statement that first executes the mapping instruction, and then marks the source record as having been 
mapped. Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate how the macros would transform data to SDTM 
standards and tag the source data for the applicable use case. 

 

Figure 2: All values are mapped to SDTM and tagged in a completeness dataset. 
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Figure 3: A subset of values are mapped to SDTM and tagged in a completeness dataset. 

 

Figure 4: Values are conditionally mapped to SDTM and associated completeness tagging. 

Source data tagging makes it possible to generate a report of data completeness that can be used to 
check data accountability and handle any discrepancies appropriately. The tagging approach replaces the 
traditional use of SAS data steps and procedures used to transform the data by producing and tagging 
variables simultaneously. The macros for implementing this solution need to be created and maintained 
by skilled programmers, but users thereof do not require advanced programming skills. Output 1 
illustrates the macro calls required to execute these tagging scenarios described in Figure 2, Figure 3 and 
Figure 4. 
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Output 1: Example of SAS macro calls executing the tagging scenarios illustrated above. 

The SAS tagging method provides a programmatic solution for completeness validation, but the solution 
is static and requires manual execution at certain points in the development lifecycle. This prompted the 
question of whether it was possible to improve upon the current best practice of an inefficient ‘waterfall’ 
approach to validation. 

Built-in data accountability and data traceability tracking 

A tool that provides real-time metrics on data completeness and traceability will enable SDTM developers 
to confidently account for all source data during the development process without having to execute 
external scripts or perform manual reviews. This solution monitors the mapping and transformation of 
data points from ingested source data into the target SDTM structure. 

Display 3 illustrates how an SDTM developer can view data completeness metrics for the proportion of 
source data represented in the SDTM data at the variable and dataset levels in real-time. In addition, a 
user can mark source records or variables that are not intended for SDTM mapping (e.g., operational or 
system variables) and such data are accounted for in the metrics. If mapping instructions or source data 
are modified, the SDTM completeness metric updates to reflect the real-time status. 

 

Display 3: Example of completeness metrics for SDTM mapping. 
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IMPACT OF REAL-TIME SDTM VALIDATION SOLUTIONS & FUTURE 
CONSIDERATIONS 

An integrated system that incorporates the real-time validation solutions suggested in this paper would: 

• Eliminate the need for double programming and diminish reliance on manual review cycles, 
programmatic checks, and review checklists. 

• Reduce the number of programmers required to produce and validate SDTM data; allowing 
existing programmers to be deployed to other programming activities. 

• Provide reliable measures of quality during the SDTM development life cycle. 

• Empower SDTM developers to make better decisions about SDTM data mapping and be 
assured that all source data is represented in the SDTM data. 

• Reduce the impact on downstream analysis datasets and output programming activities that are 
often subjected to iterative maintenance cycles resulting from incomplete or erroneous SDTM 
data. 

Implementing a technology-enabled, zero-programming approach to real-time validation of SDTM 
mapping may also provide the opportunity to: 

• Provide validated real-time data in SDTM format to drive operational oversight and surveillance 
of clinical trial data. Although it is not the only consideration for implementing this concept, fluid 
but robust validation would be required in a surveillance system that uses SDTM data. 

• Redefine of the traditional SDTM developer role. The industry typically relies on individuals with 
strong SAS programming abilities to produce SDTM datasets, however, the approach outlined in 
this paper can enable recruitment from a broader pool of talent not fully reliant on SAS 
programming skills. 

The application of integrated system-based real-time validation can be explored in other avenues, such 
as: 

• The validation of the ADaM datasets is based on pre-defined rules, study design, and analysis 
requirements. 

• The validation of submission materials such as the Define-XML or even specific content of the 
data reviewer’s guides. 

CONCLUSION 

The importance of a sound validation strategy for transforming SDTM data is clear. The industry has 
introduced many methods to produce high-quality SDTM data, most relying on a double-programming 
approach. However, antiquated methods are repetitive and are not responsive to trial and data changes. 
Can we do it better? Yes, indeed! 

An integrated system that incorporates real-time validation solutions by continuously providing feedback 
on mapping logic accuracy, SDTM compliance and SDTM completeness would be superior to double 
programming. 
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